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PRESS RELEASE  

 

FAP’s debt platform arranges €77m mezzanine tranche for ZAM urban 
quarter development in Munich, Germany 

- Overall financing volume of over €284m provided by Signal Iduna, Collector Bank 
and FAP Debt Fund 

- Financing encompasses plots and surface construction for the Rosa-Alscher Group 
 

Berlin, 17 December 2021 – FAP Invest has arranged another club deal on its debt platform, this time 
between the Swedish Collector Bank and the FAP Balanced Real Estate Financing I Fund. The mezzanine 
tranche with a volume of €77m was provided for the financing of the ZAM urban quarter development 
in Munich’s Freiham district.  
 
The project encompasses a mixed-use quarter with residential, office, retail and gastronomy spaces on 
two plots and has an overall financing volume of close to €284m. The senior tranche in the amount of 
€187m was provided by German insurer Signal Iduna, the junior tranche by its subsidiary, private bank 
Donner & Reuschel. The facility replaces the acquisition loan for the two plots with a combined 13,000 
m² of space and secures surface construction for the project developer, Munich-based Rosa-Alscher 
Group.  
 
Hanno Kowalski, Managing Partner of FAP, says: “This facility was provided without a classic bank loan 
– which is absolutely extraordinary for a project of this size and a testament to the strength of our debt 
platform. We offer access to diversified debt transactions to domestic and international institutional 
investors and banks this way. Following high demand from several capital partners, we are expediting 
the expansion of that platform. Banks for the senior-secured capital tranches of course form an 
inherent part of that network.” 
 
Overall, FAP financed real estate worth over €1bn via its debt platform this year. Only in October, it 
took a €50m tranche with the Collector Bank from a €320m facility provided by the Hamburg 
Commercial Bank to refinance the Christie portfolio. It consists of three German shopping centers 
which are held in a joint venture between retail specialist redos and investment manager Madison 
International Realty. 
 
According to Rosa-Alscher Group, ZAM is the largest inner-city urban quarter currently under 
development in Europe. The mixed-use scheme is set to complete in the second quarter of 2024 and 
offer living space to 25,000 people as well as retail, gastronomy and offices on a combined GLA of 
73,890 m². The building permit has been secured. 
 
The debt fund “FAP Balanced Real Estate Financing I Fund“, which FAP launched at the end of 2018 
mainly to provide subordinated capital for German real estate, registered its largest single 
commitment to date this summer, at €50m. The total equity volume of the mezzanine debt fund thus 
rose to over €200m. Further commitments have followed in the meantime. 
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About FAP  

The FAP Group is an independent advisory company that specialises in raising and structuring capital 
for real estate investments and project developments. The Group comprises FAP Invest, a leading real 
estate investment platform for institutional investors with a focus on debt products, and FAP Finance, 
which provides advice on capital and financing issues. FAP structures conventional debt finance as well 
as mezzanine, equity and capital market products. These services secure the overall financing from 
debt capital and – if necessary – equity substitutes. FAP, headquartered in Berlin, was founded in 2005 
by Curth-C. Flatow. The group has since advised and structured capital with a volume of over 
€16 billion. 
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Head Office Berlin  
Marburger Strasse 17  
10789 Berlin  
Telephone: +49 30 84415949-0  
E-mail: contact@FAP-group.de  
https://fap-group.de 
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